Amino the
transformation
partner :
From IPTV STBs
to cable, TVE and
the smart home and
an all IP/cloud future
Amino has long been recognized as an IPTV pioneer but in an
increasingly cloud-centric and software-centric industry it wanted to
offer more. Now, thanks to two very strategic acquisitions, the
company has transformed itself into a solutions partner for cable,
IPTV and hybrid deployments and for operators who need TV
Everywhere, smart home services and service assurance. Two Pay TV
providers this year have deployed Amino STB software on their legacy
devices. Videonet has been talking to Donald McGarva, CEO at Amino,
about the journey that his company and his customers are on.
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PCCW Media recently upgraded its ‘Now One’ 4K set-top boxes with new software that will
multimedia and entertainment group - and IPTV pioneer - avoided the cost and disruption of
deploying new hardware. Instead it installed the Enable software stack from Amino Communications
port Enable to its installed base of legacy devices.
set-tops sold by Amino. Now it can be licensed for use on third-party hardware and PCCW is the
second Pay TV operator to take advantage of this development. Cincinnati Bell, the North American
telco, is also integrating the software with its legacy IPTV set-top boxes and its own choice of
applications.
“We are delighted to present our subscriber base with a fresh user interface and new media choices
without the time-consuming logistics associated with a complete hardware replacement,” Tom
customer care issues.
As Donald McGarva, CEO of Amino Communications, points out,
Enable was designed in such a way that it can be ported to a wide
range of hardware platforms. It means operators can update their TV
user interface, application and DRM on legacy devices without the
performance of the Enable software, which provides for ultra-fast
channel change and very high quality pictures, among many other
things.
Donald McGarva, CEO, Amino

providing more evidence of how the company has evolved from an
IPTV set-top box provider to an all-round TV solutions provider.

hybrid QAM-IP capabilities to support the cable market in its transition to IPTV plus a multiscreen
services.

include media ingest, encoding, transcoding, DRM,
service discovery and CRM integration. The
platform is architected to support a wide range of
client software solutions, including those
supported by traditional middlewares as well as
TV Everywhere offer and in May the Dutch utility
company and television provider DELTA migrated
its whole OTT solution to MOVE in order to radically
upgrade its multiscreen offer.

“We get more
engagements including
larger operators who
recognize that we can
now offer more than IPTV
set-top boxes.”

The Belgian broadcaster RTL is another MOVE/Booxmedia customer, using the platform for its ‘RTL a
Across its TV markets, Amino provides whole-home hubs and thin clients to deliver Pay TV onto every
screen in the home. As further evidence of its growing software portfolio the company also offers a
service assurance suite to manage QoE and help to pre-empt customer care issues. And in an effort
software to provision and then manage home monitoring services.
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The acquisition of Entone did not only bring a broader product solution; it delivered 100 extra software
engineers and the scale to compete with larger vendors. The PCCW deployment can be viewed in this
company can meet the needs of the T1 market.
So what has been the impact of last year’s strategic acquisitions? “We see the industry migrating to
an all IP/cloud future and that is very closely aligned with our deep expertise and skillset built up over
almost 20 years. The acquisitions have given us wider capabilities, a deeper and broader portfolio of
products and a wider addressable market,” McGarva observes. “We have more resources and people
with which to address new opportunities. It is a very strengthened group. We get more engagements
including larger operators who are now on the journey to an IP/cloud future and recognize that we can
now offer more than IPTV set-top boxes. People are not just coming to us for set-tops.”
Set-top boxes are still at the heart of the business. In January Amino unveiled its 6 Series range of 4K
transcoding to support multi-screen around the home, and an accompanying client device. Both

IPTV client. The company now provides the former Entone hybrid devices of course; Vodafone
DSL-based TV services.
Looking ahead, McGarva expects the majority of gateways and whole-home clients to be thin-client
devices, albeit it powerful ones that ensure high availability and which can cope with network latency
in an increasingly cloud-centric world. “That will suit us well because we have always delivered
thin-client devices,” he declares.
All gateways and STBs will eventually be hybrid in some form and will never be replaced by Smart TVs,

McGarva makes it clear that small and mid-sized service providers, including rural North American

services and monetize the Internet of Things.
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telcos that Amino has sold into so effectively, are innovators. Some market themselves based on great
local customer service and others compete on price, while some make product innovation their
differentiate themselves.
It is a realistic ambition for these smaller providers to offer a TV Everywhere service that is
competitive against their key competitors, mainly satellite operators , and wider innovations from the
likes of Comcast, the Amino CEO believes. Nobody
has deployed the perfect TVE service and most
are missing channels or local channels, or
catch-up services from important broadcasters,

“Some people still offer
mobile services and
home services. We can
help you deliver a
seamless multiscreen
service and be a long
term partner in IP/cloud
service delivery.”

compete on the multiscreen user experience and
also time-to-market, he claims.
“Some people still offer mobile services and home
services. We can help you deliver a seamless
multiscreen service and be a long term partner in
IP/cloud service delivery.”
This market has to deliver high quality, as a given,
providers have come to Amino. We are known for
the high quality of our products. Our customers do
returning boxes.”

With more resources and more software capability, Amino is expanding its partnership role with these
small and mid-sized operators. The company believes it can lower the cost and risk associated with
bringing new services to market, with TV Everywhere being one obvious example. And more services
As Steve McKay, VP of Worldwide Sales at Amino, revealed this month: “The number one request
among our hundreds of customers is to bring them solutions for growing their broadband business,

value-add services before third-parties beat them to it. This is leading some of them into the smart
home, with an eye on the wider IoT opportunity.
McGarva points out: “They have all dealt with the
OTT video challenge. They do not want that to
happen again in the smart home market - where
they provide the broadband, someone goes to
their electronic store to buy a security camera and
service and then soaks up their broadband before
complaining that the capacity is not good enough.

“Service providers want to
sell them premium

broadband and then offer

“Service providers want to sell them premium
broadband and then offer them home automation
solutions as well.”

them home automation
solutions as well.”

This explains why Amino has created a smart
home software platform that can be used with its

cameras and operator-branded mobile and web applications to accompany them.
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The camera includes motion detection and records both video and audio into a DVR or the cloud. This
whole service is viewed as a churn-buster and revenue generator, with cloud-based video storage one
of the ways to monetize it. The home monitoring is integrated with the television service so you can
list a camera as one of your STB channels. If the doorbell rings while you are watching TV you can
have a ‘picture-in-picture’ pop-up to show you the doorway, for example. This is a capability that

single device delivered in the mail, allowing consumers to be up and running with a new billable
McGarva is determined that service providers should remain the portal through which consumers get
their entertainment and many broadband-related services. This means providing connectivity into
supporting the Now TV IPTV service, DTT signals and OTT content, including from onboarded
smart home.

Platform to monitor the home network and devices. This anticipates trouble and helps operators
resolve any quality issues. The more IoT devices come into the home, the more service providers may
need this kind of capability.
A recent customer win illustrates some of what Amino has tried to achieve with its acquisitions and

MCTV prides itself on great quality services. The company is deploying Amino Kamai 450m and
Amulet 455m devices, enabling multi-room video, streaming services and reliable home networking,
plus service assurance with Engage. MCTV is also deploying a multiscreen offer called
‘watchTVeverywhere’, supporting mobiles and tablets.

operators, says McGarva, that partner is Amino.

www.aminocom.com
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